


Points: 240 Assignment 4: Current and Future Economic Issues
Impacting Healthcare Sector

Criteria

Unacceptable

Below 70% F

Fair

70-79% C

Proficient

80-89% B

Exempla

90-100%

1. Provide a detailed

description of the issues

that you have

researched.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or

incompletely

provided a detailed

description of the

issues that you have

researched.

Partially provided a

detailed description

of the issues that

you have

researched.

Satisfactorily

provided a detailed

description of the

issues that you

have researched.

Thoroughly

provided a detailed

description of

issues that yo

have research

2. Analyze the most

significant economic

effects of the researched

issues on healthcare

industry. Provide at least

two (2) examples of

these issues to support

your response.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or

incompletely

analyzed the most

significant economic

effects of the

researched issues

on healthcare

industry. Did not

submit or

incompletely

provided at least

two (2) examples of

these issues to

support your

response.

Partially analyzed

the most significant

economic effects of

the researched

issues on

healthcare industry.

Partially provided

at least two (2)

examples of these

issues to support

your response.

Satisfactorily

analyzed the most

significant

economic effects of

the researched

issues on

healthcare industry.

Satisfactorily

provided at least

two (2) examples of

these issues to

support your

response.

Thoroughly

analyzed the 

significant

economic effe

the researche

issues on

healthcare ind

Thoroughly

provided at le

two (2) examp

these issues t

support your

response.

3. Suggest specific

strategies that relevant

entities / stakeholders

may use to address the

selected issues from an

economic perspective.

Justify your response.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or

incompletely

suggested specific

strategies that

relevant entities /

stakeholders may

use to address the

selected issues from

an economic

perspective. Did not

submit or

incompletely

justified your

response.

Partially suggested

specific strategies

that relevant

entities /

stakeholders may

use to address the

selected issues

from an economic

perspective.

Partially justified

your response.

Satisfactorily

suggested specific

strategies that

relevant entities /

stakeholders may

use to address the

selected issues

from an economic

perspective.

Satisfactorily

justified your

response.

Thoroughly

suggested sp

strategies tha

relevant entiti

stakeholders 

use to address 

selected issue

from an econo

perspective.

Thoroughly ju

your response

4. Determine the

strategic manner in

which the United States

can apply best economic

best practices from other

countries in addressing

these issues.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or

incompletely

determined the

strategic manner in

which the United

States can apply

best economic best

practices from other

countries in

addressing these

issues.

Partially

determined the

strategic manner in

which the United

States can apply

best economic best

practices from

other countries in

addressing these

issues.

Satisfactorily

determined the

strategic manner in

which the United

States can apply

best economic best

practices from

other countries in

addressing these

issues.

Thoroughly

determined the

strategic man

which the Uni

States can ap

best economi

practices from

other countrie

addressing th

issues.

5. Assess the likelihood

of government and or

Did not submit or

incompletely

Partially assessed

the likelihood of

Satisfactorily

assessed the

Thoroughly

assessed the




